
Company Overview



Who are we?
• Cloof – Old fashioned Dutch way to spell Kloof, a gap or gorge     between two hills 
• 400 hectares of vines
• Neighbouring farm, Burgherspost under same ownership
• Extreme growing conditions, Bush Vines, dry land
• Oldest surviving vines planted in 1966
• Situated in Darling region



Where are we?

Darling Farming places town in Swartland

Wild flowers makes it a West Coast town
72 km fromCape Town

Thriving agricultural centre

Rich in art & culture

Named after Sir Charles Henry Darling



What do we do?
Unique grape growing area

Consistent quality

Progressive winemaking techniques
Pure, clearly definedfruit

Bold,rich flavours

Clearly defined 4   tiers



Cloof Bush Vines range
A bush vine is trained and pruned to 

resemble a bush and grows without a 
trellis. It usually are vines of considerable 

age and therefore quality.
Our Bush Vines range is the torchbearer

of the quality of wines that are 
produced in our unirrigated, bush vine 

vineyards.



Cloof Duckitt family range
This multi-award winning range commemorates William Duckittwho settled in the Darling region in the early 1800’s, after being sent to the Cape of Good Hope to introduce his father’s systems and implements of agriculture.
Today, another descendant of William Duckitt, Peter Duckitt, is our viticulturist and are responsible for the vineyards at Cloof Wine estate as well as our neighbouring farm, Burgherspost.



Cloof Signature range
The Signature range epitomises the unique character and quality of our eminent red wines.
Each wine in this range has its own story, as exemplary and unique as the distinctive labels, that offers an abundance of the quintessential fruit and flavour of the Darling region.



Winemakers Selection

The unique style and quality of Cloof wine is directly attributed to the fruit produced by the vineyards. Most of these are dry land bush vines, which benefit from the Darling regions amazing combination of soil and climate.



Our Winemakers
Christopher van Dieren – Head Winemaker
Christopher came to South Africa in 1990, first as a trainee to discover the South African wine industry and worked for Nederburg and later as experimental winemaker for Stellenbosch Farmers Winery. From 1993 – 2002 he worked as winemaker at Simonsig and Slaley and joined Cloof in 2002 as winemaker and head of production and proceeded to become a director in 2004.

Jody Johannes – Winemaker
Jody completed an internship with Spier in 2011, the same year he also completed his National Diploma in Cellar Technology at CIAT. He joined the Cloof  team as assistant winemaker in 2012 and have been a formidable member of the Cloof winemaking team ever since.



Award Winning wines
Cloof Shiraz 2012Cloof The Very Sexy Shiraz 2012Cloof Duckitt Cabernet Sauvignon Merlot Cabernet Franc 20122015

2015 Cloof Syrah 2013Cloof The Very Sexy Shiraz 2013

2015 Cloof Merlot 2012Cloof Shiraz 2012Cloof The Dark Side 2013
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Certifications
BWI – Biodiversity and Wine initiative
Champions in the biodiversity and wine initiative and one of the first wine estates to achieve this status.We are so committed to this cause that we employ a full-time conservation manager.

WIETA – Agricultural Ethical Trade initiative
Respecting all labour laws to ensure we perform and trade in an ethical way.


